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A B S T R A C T

Due to the new trend of space economy and to the resulting increase of space objects, Space Surveillance and
Space Traffic Management are becoming essential to reduce the risk of in-orbit collisions and of potential on
Earth damages from uncontrolled re-entries. Ground based optical observations, where cameras are coupled
with telescopes, represent an invaluable resource for space debris monitoring and tracking. Observations from
one single site may provide angular celestial coordinates of a space object, but they must be supplemented
with filters and astrodynamic models to provide an estimate of the object trajectory. An alternative approach
is the use of multi-site optical observations, where images of the same portion of sky collected with different
cameras are matched to retrieve the 3𝐷 instantaneous position of space objects without the need of a priori
knowledge of the object orbit parameters. Therefore, multi-site observations are extremely convenient to track
uncontrolled Earth re-entry and close approach, where the orbit parameters are generally not stable. Here we
focus on two-cameras systems and we discuss the use of two triangulation methods: one based on analytic
geometry, the other one based on projective geometry. As a proof-of-concept, we compare the performance
of the two methods in terms of accuracy in the 3𝐷 reconstruction on synthetic images that reproduce the
night sky – including orbiting objects and stars – from different locations. To simulate realistic data sets, we
produced images taking into account the effect of refraction and annual aberration on the stars, and we added
gaussian noise to the position of the stars and of the space objects on the images. The comparison between
the two methods shows that they are both valuable, with the projective method being more robust against
noise.
1. Introduction

The massive growth of space debris of last decades as well as the
recent advent of megaconstellations extremely increased the risk of in
orbit collisions and of on Earth damages due to uncontrolled re-entry.
To deal with these risks a Space Traffic Management system, including
rules on end of life operations and infrastructures and techniques for
orbiting object trajectory measurement, is needed and its development
is underway worldwide, [1]. In this framework, surveillance and track-
ing activities exploiting ground based measurement systems (i.e. radar,
laser and optical observatories) play a major role, and these systems are
continuously evolving to face the challenge of monitoring fast moving,
faint man made objects.

∗ Corresponding authors at: CNR–ISC (National Research Council - Institute for Complex Systems) UOS Sapienza, Rome, Italy.
E-mail addresses: stefania.melillo@cnr.it (S. Melillo), leonardo.parisi@cnr.it (L. Parisi).

Optical systems, consisting of cameras connected to telescopes,
have been dedicated to this purpose for more than 20 years [2,3].
They are by far the most common and most accessible instrument for
ground-based observations. When compared to laser and radar systems,
cameras offer a higher sensitivity at larger distances [4], due to the
lower signal attenuation, at lower cost in terms of hardware and, being
fully passive instruments, also in terms of power consumption.

Optical observations from one single site provide the angular celes-
tial coordinates of a target, which must be further analyzed to estimate
the object trajectory through sequential or batch filters, including
astrodynamical model, [5]. Thus, the reliability of the reconstructed
trajectory is largely influenced by the mathematical model and by
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Fig. 1. Stereo vision. Information from only one camera are not sufficient to retrieve
the range of an object: from the left camera point of view the three objects 𝑆, 𝑆′ and
𝑆′′ belong to the same optical ray, hence they correspond to the same 2𝐷 point, 𝑠𝐿, on
the left image. To overcome this range ambiguity we need to match the information
between two cameras. The object 𝑆 lies at the intersection of the two optical rays (one
for each camera) defined by its images, 𝑠𝐿 and 𝑠𝑅, on the two sensors. The pixel scale
and the focal length are related by a linear relation, such that the pixel scale represents
the angle span one pixel and it is then higher the lower the focal length.

the accuracy of the measurements in terms of precision, quantity,
distribution along the orbit and geometry of the instantaneous obser-
vation. This limitation may be overcome by triangulation, namely by
matching information from two cameras simultaneously shooting at the
same portion of the sky from two different locations [6–8], see Fig. 1.
The 3D reconstructed position obtained via triangulation gives more
information on the target state than a radar or a laser, which may only
measure its range. This makes multi-site optical observations a pow-
erful instrument when dealing with Earth re-entry or close approach,
where an instantaneous target position fix, not based on dead reckoning
methods, can greatly improve the number of feasible options to avoid
collision damages or to better determine the point of impact on the
Earth in the re-entry phase.

In this paper we discuss the 3𝐷 reconstruction of orbiting object
positions via multi-site optical observations with the aim of validating
the accuracy of two different methods: i. the analytic method that ex-
ploits direct triangulation in the 3𝐷 Euclidean space; ii. the projective
method, commonly employed in computer vision [9], which performs
triangulation in the 3𝐷 projective space.

As a proof-of-concept and to have maximal control on the proce-
ures, we evaluate the performance of the two methods on synthetic
ata that reproduce images of the night sky from two different obser-
ation sites. In particular, we considered two locations corresponding
o 5SLab network [10], so to have a synthetic data set to benchmark
orthcoming field observations. In order to make a quantitative as-
essment of the reconstruction accuracy, we generated a number of
ynthetic night sky images of stars (varying both the elevation and the
zimuth) using the Tycho-2 catalogue and including both the effect of
nnual aberration and atmospheric refraction. For each night-sky we
onsidered hundreds of 3D positions in the field of view at different
ltitude from the Earth surface within the LEO region. These data
oints represent the positions of putative orbiting objects imaged on
he virtual camera sensors.

We found that both methods give excellent results in terms of the
𝐷 reconstruction accuracy on these sets of noise-free data, producing
egligible error (mainly due to aberration and refraction) though with
trend with the (angular) elevation of the objects, such that the error

ncreases when the elevation decreases, due to both the effect of refrac-
ion and tendency to parallelism of the optical axis of the two cameras.
he accuracy of the two methods is comparable, except for very low
levation where the analytic method gives the best performance.

However noise free data are not realistic. The effect of noise on
eal images is essentially a 2𝐷 mis-positioning of the objects and of
he stars on the camera sensor. Therefore we produced a second set
f data with three different noise configurations: (i) adding noise only
n the 2D positions of the objects; (ii) adding noise only on the 2D
274
ositions of the stars; (iii) adding noise both on objects and stars. The
oise on the 2𝐷 position of the object produces the highest error and,
nlike the noise free tests, the performance of the two methods are
omparable even for low object elevation. With the addition of noise
n the stars we also observe an error higher than in the noise-free
ondition, with the projective method giving better performance than
he analytic one, hence suggesting that the projective method might be
ore robust against errors on the star field.

In order to test the method in a more realistic, yet synthetic, setting,
e propagated a few satellites (in the LEO region) with the SGP4 model

Simplified General Perturbation) and the associated libraries from
allado [11], we identified the stars visible from the two observatories
nd we generated synthetic images of the satellite passage. Then we
ested the two methods on these data both in noise-free condition and
ith the addition of segmentation noise, confirming the performance
f the two 3D-reconstruction methods in a more realistic setting.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe
he two reconstruction methods. In Section 3 we detail the procedure
sed to generate synthetic images. Section 4 is devoted to the tests
nd results of the reconstruction methods on the synthetic data. Sum-
ary and final considerations are presented in Section 5. Details on

he methods and a few technical considerations are discussed in the
ppendices.

. Stereoscopic 3D reconstruction: two methods

The reconstruction of an object 3𝐷 position from a pair of images
asically requires to define the two optical rays (one for each camera)
here the object lies. For real images a preliminary astrometric and
hotometric analysis is needed to determine (from the images) the
irection at which the cameras are pointing and to detect the stars
nd all the objects in the cameras field-of-view, through the so called
egmentation process.

Astrometric estimates are based on solving the star-field, namely on
dentifying the stars in the images to define the portion of sky at which
he cameras are pointing and, in particular, the RA/DEC of the image
enter, the rotation angle of the camera sensor with respect to the
elestial North, and the pixel scale, i.e. the angular pixel size. To solve
he star-field we used the Open Source program Astrometry-net [12].
nce astrometric measurements are obtained for both the cameras in

he two different locations, they are used to estimate the geometry of
he system and to define the two lines where the object lies, which are
hen used to reconstruct the object 3𝐷 position.

We implemented the two following methods (see Appendix A for
etails): i. The analytic method uses the astrometric parameters to re-
rieve the J2000 topocentric RA/DEC coordinates of the object, derived
hrough Astropy. These coordinates are combined with the GPS position
f the two observatories to estimate the parametric equation (in the
2000 reference frame) of the two optical rays passing by the object.
he 3𝐷 reconstructed position is then obtained by finding (via mini-
ization) the 3𝐷 point closest to the hypothetical rays intersection [9],
orking in the Euclidean space (see Appendix A.1 for the derivation).

i. The projective method uses the astrometric parameters to compute
he cameras projective matrices, which define the geometry of the
ystem in the 3𝐷 projective space. The projective matrices together
ith the pixel positions of the object in the two cameras are then used

o estimate the direction of the optical rays passing by the object and
ts two images. Details on the method can be found in Appendix A.2.

While the two methods produce the same output, namely the J2000
𝐷 position of the object, they differ on how they process the in-
ut data, which indirectly implies a possible difference on the error
ropagation.
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3. Generation of synthetic images

The procedure to generate the synthetic data can be broken onto
the following steps:
1- Choice of the observation sites. While for synthetic data there
is a great freedom in the choice of the observation sites, we chose
to evaluate the performance of the two methods using two locations
corresponding to observatories belonging to the 5SLab network: the
REmote Space Debris Observation System (RESDOS) located in Rome
and the Sapienza Coupled University Debris Observatory (SCUDO) in
Collepardo, Italy.1 This choice has the twofold benefit of simulating

realistic set-up and of producing a potential benchmark for our
uture experimental campaigns. For the sake of easy reading, in the
ollowing we will refer to the orbiting object as a satellite, but the entire
rocedure may be generalized to a generic object.
- Generation of synthetic satellite positions. In order to test the sen-

sitivity of the reconstruction method to a large number of parameters
and configurations, we implement an algorithm to generate random
satellite positions. We initially focus on one of the two cameras, namely
the one in Rome, and we choose the direction where the camera is
pointing by fixing the azimuth and elevation of its image center. We
pick at random a pixel position of the object on the (virtual) camera
sensor and fix its altitude. With these parameters we determine the
3𝐷 position of the object in the ECEF reference frame. Finally we back
project the 3𝐷 position of the object onto the second camera, the one in
Collepardo, as detailed in Appendix B. Note that with this procedure we
are automatically producing images of objects that are simultaneously
visible from the two observatories. As discussed below we also consider
atmospheric refraction so that the reconstruction will be affected by an
error. Since we limit the analysis to the LEO region we do not include
time of light corrections to the satellite positions, as at these altitudes
it can be neglected, [11]. Iterating this procedure, we can generate an
ensemble of random satellite positions at different heights.
3- Computation of realistic satellite trajectory. Besides the random
satellite points determined as described above, in order to work out
realistic situations, we also computed the trajectory of an orbiting
satellite through SGP4 model (Simplified General Perturbation) and
the associated libraries from Vallado [11], initializing the model with
the orbital data provided by the Norad Two-Line Elements (TLE) sets
released by NASA. Geodetic and geographic constants of the Earth
are provided by the WGS84 (World Geodetic System), a standard
in cartography and satellite navigation including GPS, and by Earth
Orientation Parameters (EOP) describing irregularities in the rotation
of the Earth [13]. Once the satellite trajectory is computed, we identify
the time window in which the satellite is visible from both observation
sites. We require that the satellite is in the field of view of both cameras.
Further, we impose that the Sun elevation is smaller than −10◦ and
hat the satellite elevation is larger than 10◦ from both observatories.

e sample the trajectory with time step given by the exposure time of
ameras, typically 0.5 s. We record the details of the satellite passage,
ike azimuth and elevation (actually we use the apparent elevation
s we include the effects of atmospheric refraction, see Appendix C),
hich will be used in the next steps of this procedure to generate the

mages, but also its J2000 3𝐷 position, which will be used to estimate
he reconstruction error during the evaluation tests.
- Selection of the stars in the field of view. To identify and lo-
ate the stars that are visible from the two cameras, we use Tycho-2
atalogue that includes more than 2.5 million of stars and other as-
rophysical objects [14] (available at [15]). The catalogue provides
quatorial coordinates (𝛼, 𝛿) in J2000, proper motion, magnitude, par-
llax and other information. Given the exact date and time, the angular
oordinates of the optical axis and the sensor sizes, we identify the stars

1 RESDOS: longitude 12◦30′20′′, latitude 41◦57′21′′, altitude 76 m; SCUDO:
longitude 13◦22′30′′, latitude 41◦45′55′′, altitude 555 m
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that should be imaged. In order to recreate realistic data sets, we apply
stellar aberration in the position of star computed in J2000 frame of
reference. Based on the motion of the observer, the aberration consists
of three types: diurnal, due to daily rotation of the Earth around its axis,
annual, due to the motion of the Earth around the Sun, and secular,
due to the motion of the solar system. For stars sighting from the Earth
ground, the main contribution is accounted by the annual aberration.
Hence we neglect the others. For the sake of simplicity, we also do
not include corrections due to proper motion, parallax, etc. since their
effect is subdominant [16,11]. We transform the stars coordinates in
the reference frame at the epoch of the image using precession and
nutation. Finally we compute azimuth and elevation in the topocentric
reference frame of the two sites.
5- Computation of the refraction correction. We take into account,
on both stars and satellites, the unavoidable distortion due to the
atmospheric refraction, which has the effect of deviating the rays of
light coming from the observed objects. The magnitude of this deviation
depends on several factors: the position of the object with respect to
the zenith at the observer location, the wavelength of the light emitted
by the objects and the atmospheric conditions such as temperature
and pressure. Following [16], we simulate the refraction effect fixing
the temperature at 10 ◦C and the pressure at 1010 mbar. For the sake
of simplicity we do not take into account the effect of the different
wavelengths, which is proved to be sub-dominant with respect to the
effect of the object position [17,18], but we simulate the atmospheric
refraction corresponding to the yellow light only. The small variations
on the refracted positions due to the effect of different wavelengths may
be considered as part of the noise that we add on the object positions,
see Step 7 below.

In practice, given a pair of azimuth and elevation coordinates of
an object in the topocentric coordinates of the observation sites, we
compute the object apparent elevation, namely the elevation at which
an observer on the Earth would see the object. Note that we apply the
refraction correction also to the Az/El coordinates of the image center
defined in Step 1, see Appendix C for further details on the refraction
correction and its effects on the images.
6- Generation of the images. The pixel positions of the satellite
and the stars on the virtual sensors of the two cameras are obtained
from their azimuth and apparent elevation coordinates. Using the
azimuth and apparent elevation of the image center and the camera
pixel scale, we exploit the projection scheme described in Appendix B.
Once the positions of stars and satellites are determined we derive a
corresponding image and directly write them in FITS (Flexible Image
Transport System) files. In real images of the night sky, depending on
the telescope motion mode, the satellites or the stars or both satellites
and stars appear as streaks of light. When this happens, the position
of the streaked objects on the images can only be approximated as
the centroid of the streak, with a consequent potential segmentation
error. To keep the synthetic data as simple as possible, here we do not
simulate this streaking effect and, for both the satellites and the stars,
we produce point-like images. We take into account the effect of the
streaks by directly adding noise, as described in Step 7 below, to the
synthetic positions generated in Step 2.
7- Addition of noise. Our synthetic data does not exactly reproduce
real images, not only because of the approximation we used in the
computation of the atmospheric refraction, where we do not include
the dependence on the wavelength (see Step 5 above), nor because
of the point-like appearance of satellites and stars, where we do not
consider streaked objects (see Step 6 above), but also because of several
source of errors that affect real images and that cannot be properly
simulated, among the others air turbulence, optic distortion and dark
current. All these factors may be seen as an error in the 2D positions of
the objects and of the stars, namely a segmentation error. Therefore in
order to mimic such errors on the synthetic images, we add a Gaussian
random noise with zero mean and given standard deviation 𝜎 to the

pixel coordinates of the satellite and of the stars. In particular, we
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Fig. 2. Noise-free tests. In all the boxplots the line within the box represents the median value of the error distribution, the two edges of the box are the first and third quartiles
nd the two whiskers represent the minimum and maximum value. First two column: results for the synthetic data with the pixel scale equal to 1.77′′ corresponding to a 750 mm
ocal length. Last two column: results for the synthetic data with the pixel scale equal to 15.77′′ corresponding to a 85 mm focal length. a and n. The relative error obtained with
he projective method as a function of the object elevation from one of the two sites at the fixed object altitude of 400 km. The relative error shows a trend with the elevation:
he lower the elevation the higher the relative error. One possible reason for this trend is that the two optical rays (one for each camera) passing by the object get parallel when
he elevation is low (inset), making the point at their intersection not well defined. b and o. The probability distributions of the relative error for the analytic method (green)
nd the projective method (orange) at the fixed elevation of 20◦. The projective method shows a flatter distribution than the analytic one, suggesting that the projective method
s less robust with respect to the optical rays parallelism. c and p. The probability distributions of the relative error for the analytic (green) and projective (orange) method at
he fixed elevation of 72.5◦. The two methods show comparable distributions. d–m. Relative error for the projective method as a function of the object altitude, from the lowest
levation (top row) to the highest elevation (bottom row). Relative error is constant with the altitude getting smaller when increasing the elevation. The comparison between the
wo pixel scales shows a higher error for the larger pixel scale. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
his article.)
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roduced synthetic data with noise in three different configurations:
. we added segmentation noise only to the 2𝐷 position of the satellite;
i. we added a segmentation noise only to the 2𝐷 position of the stars;
ii. we added a segmentation error to position of both the objects and
he stars.

. Tests, validation and results

As already discussed, all the 3𝐷 position reconstruction tests were
erformed on simulated data as acquired from the two observatories
n Rome and Collepardo (Italy) corresponding to a system baseline
f 77 km. We produced synthetic data on virtual cameras with the
haracteristics of the Andor Zyla 5.5 (sensor size 16.64 mm × 14.04 mm
nd pixel size equal to 6.5 μm), as these are the camera currently in use
n the experimental campaign. To avoid (uncontrolled) noise due to the
igitization of the pixel positions of the stars and of the satellite we do
ot produce and analyze actual images files (namely jpg images), but
e directly generate FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) files where
e store the stars and objects pixel positions.

We produced synthetic data for two different configurations: the
irst with a small field of view (FOV) with a pixel scale of 1.78′′, corre-
ponding to a 750 mm focal length and angular FOV of 1.27 deg×1.1 deg,
nd the second with a large FOV with a pixel scale of 15.77′′, corre-
ponding to a 85 mm focal length and angular FOV of 11.07 deg×9.6 deg.
he small FOV configuration is intended to simulate data collection
ith the telescope in object tracking mode, which is typically used

o collect data of already observed objects. In contrast, the large FOV
onfiguration is intended to simulate data collection with the telescope
n sidereal tracking mode, which is typically used in sky surveillance
o detect space debris that are not yet catalogued. In the following we
irst present the results on noise-free synthetic data, then we consider
he presence of noise and finally we benchmark the methods in the
276

e

ase of realistic satellite passages obtained via the SPG4 propagator, as
escribed in the previous section.

.1. Noise-free tests

In the first set of tests we evaluate the accuracy of the two methods
hen the objects pixel positions of the stars and the satellite are not
ffected by noise. Here inaccuracy in the reconstruction comes from
tar annual aberration, which causes a shift of the observed position
f the satellite (not affected by annual aberration) with respect to the
tars and from the atmospheric refraction which, especially in the large
OV configuration, causes a nonlinear distortion (see e.g. Appendix C).
n particular, refraction on the stars impacts also the accuracy of
strometrics parameter estimation.

We simulated images of simultaneous single shots of objects orbiting
t different altitudes, different elevation and different azimuth coordi-
ates. In particular, we investigate five altitude values (400 km, 800 km,
200 km, 1600 km, 2000 km), four elevation values (20◦, 37.5◦, 55◦,
2.5◦) and six azimuth values (0◦, 60◦, 120◦, 180◦, 240◦, 300◦).

For each triplet altitude–elevation–azimuth we generate an image
f the night stars for each site and 100 objects to be reconstructed.
or each of these images we compute the object 3𝐷 position with
oth the methods. We evaluate the quality of the results comparing
he reconstructed position of the object with the one used to generate
he images (step 6 of the generation routine described in Section 3).
esults for the two configurations with small FOV (1.78′′ pixel scale)
nd for the large FOV (15.77′′ pixel scale) are shown in Fig. 2, where we
ompare different configurations in terms of the relative error, defined
s the ratio between the reconstructed error and the mean distance of
he object range from the two observatories.

At a fixed altitude, for both methods we find a trend of the relative

rror with the object elevation, see Figs. 2a and 2n where we show the
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results for the altitude equal to 400 km for the objects reconstructed
with the projective method. Not only the error increases when the
elevation decreases, but also the error fluctuations show the same
trend: the lower the elevation the higher the fluctuations, and we find
that the fluctuations at low elevation are higher with the projective
method than with the analytic one. The main reason for such large
fluctuations at low elevation is that the two optical rays (one for each
camera) passing by the object are almost parallel, as demonstrated in
the insets of Figs. 2a,n, where we plot the scalar product between the
direction of the two optical rays (𝒓𝟏 ⋅ 𝒓𝟐) as a function of the elevation.
This suggests that the more the two optical rays are parallel the less
effective the projective method is, see Figs. 2b, o where we compare
the relative error probability distribution for the two methods at the
fixed elevation of 20◦ while in Figs. 2c, p we show the equivalent data
for elevation of 72.5◦.

At a fixed elevation we find that the relative error is constant with
the altitude, which implies that the absolute error gets larger when
the altitude increases, see Figs. d–m. This is somehow expected as, in
general, the larger the altitude the larger should be the baseline (i.e. the
distance between the two observatories) to maintain the accuracy [19],
while here we kept it fixed.

As expected relative errors in the small FOV configuration are lower
than the ones in the large field configuration, being lower than 10−3 for
the small FOV (corresponding to a maximum absolute error of 0.4 km
for the altitude of 400 km and 2 km for the altitude of 2000 km) and
ower than 2 ⋅ 10−3 for the large FOV (corresponding to a maximum
bsolute error of 0.4 km for the altitude of 800 km and 4 km for

the altitude of 2000 km). We also find that the fluctuations of the
errors increases enlarging the field of view. The overall performance
of the two methods is excellent with a very low relative error, with the
analytic method giving better performances than the projective method
when the elevation is low.

4.2. Tests with segmentation noise

This second set of tests is intended to evaluate the reconstruc-
tion error under the unavoidable segmentation noise, i.e. noise in the
detection of the position of stars and objects on real images.

In these tests we simulate simultaneous single shots from the two
observatories restricting our analysis to two elevation values (20◦ and
60◦) and we compare the performance of the two methods by adding
noise to the stars and objects positions on the images. The image noise
is simulated by adding Gaussian noise with zero mean and three value
of the standard deviation 𝜎 that expressed in pixel are chosen to be
0.5 px, 1 px and 2 px, which are in the expected range of values in real
images.

We investigate three configurations: noise affecting only the objects
positions, only the stars positions and finally both the stars and the
objects positions. These three configurations are meant to simulate
different field conditions. When we collect data with the telescope
in sidereal mode we are essentially keeping the stars still with the
object moving on the images, hence stars will appear as bright dots
while the satellites will be bright stripes. In this specific situation, the
probability of having segmentation error is higher on the satellites
than on the stars. Therefore we are simulating the situation where the
RA/DEC coordinates of the image center and the rotation angles 𝛾 are
well calibrated, hence the geometry of the system is estimated with
high accuracy while the two optical rays, on which the object lies, are
corrupted by noise. On the contrary, when we collect data with the
telescope in tracking mode we are essentially keeping the objects still
with the stars moving on the images, hence the object appears as a
bright dot while the stars as bright stripes. In this case the star-field
is affected by noise, and consequently the geometry of the system is
corrupted while the two optical rays are, in principle, estimated with
high accuracy. Finally, in the third situation both objects and stars
277
are affected by noise and, as a consequence, both the geometry of the
system and the two optical rays are corrupted by noise.

In order to provide as strict as possible a quantitative message,
we present here only the results for the worst case scenario: wide
field of view (pixel scale 15.77′′), segmentation error of 2 px only on
he object position, only on the stars, and on both object and stars.
he comparison between the reconstruction error for noisy images or
oise-free images show that the addition of noise causes an important
ncrease of the reconstruction error (compare the four columns in
ig. 3): the relative errors, which are below 2 ⋅ 10−4 for noise-free
mages, grow from one to two orders of magnitude.

The results on the synthetic data shows that, regardless of elevation,
he two methods are more robust against noise on the stars than against
oise on the object position, see Fig. 3, where we compare the relative
econstruction error in the different noise conditions. The compari-
on between the two methods shows that in the noise-free condition,
igs. 3e and 3o, the projective method presents higher fluctuations on
he relative error than the analytic method, confirming what we found
n the noise-free tests presented above.

The best performance of the analytic method shown in the noise-
ree tests for low elevation values does not hold anymore. When the
oise is added only to the object the two methods present comparable
istributions, see Figs. 3f and 3p, while when the noise is added only
o the stars the reprojective method shows better performance than the
nalytic method (a narrower probability distribution for the projective
ethod than for the analytic method). This suggests that the projective
ethod is more robust against noise in the estimation of the system

eometry.
In the noise-free tests we show that the relative error does not

epend on the altitude of the objects, see Fig. 2. Here the situation is
omplicated by the addition of noise, and we actually find a trend of the
rror with the object altitude, see Figs. 3b–d and 3l–o. The relative error
ets up to 10−2 for objects at an altitude of 2000 km, corresponding to
n absolute error of 20 km.

The comparison between the two pixel scale configurations is shown
n Fig. 4, which presents the results when noise is added only on the
bjects. As expected, the error increases with the pixel scale (i.e. when
ncreasing the FOV) and with a linear trend, such that increasing the
ixel scale of one order of magnitude increases the relative order of
ne order of magnitude. The results shown in Fig. 4 suggests that in
rder to achieve high accuracy in the reconstruction we need a small
ixel scale or equivalently a high focal length. But when increasing the
ocal length the field of view gets narrow, so that collecting data with
elescopes in sidereal mode becomes very hard, hence unconvenient
or surveillance purposes. When a sidereal system mode is preferable,
igher accuracy in the 3𝐷 reconstruction can be achieved by increasing
he system baseline, i.e. choosing different observatories at a larger
utual distance.

.3. Tests on realistic satellites

As discussed above in order to mimic a more realistic situation we
lso produced images of the satellite trajectories obtained with the
PG4 propagator using the TLE released from NORAD, as described
n Section 3. In particular, we considered Sentinel 2A and the ISS
International Space Station), see Table 1 for the specifications. In both
ases we produced images in small and large field of view conditions.
ere we present results corresponding to the worst case scenario where

he elevation is low. We consider both noise-free reconstruction (only
ffected by stellar aberration and refraction) and noisy data build
imilarly to the previous case, mimicking segmentation noise on both
tars and satellite with intensity 2 px. The results are shown in Table 2,
here we show the average reconstruction error of the two methods
ver 7–10 instants of time (separated by 0.5 and 4.0 secs, respectively
or small and large FOV). The error is computed as the Euclidean dis-
ance, in the J2000 reference frame, between the satellite 3𝐷 position
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Fig. 3. Segmentation error The relative error obtained with the projective method with the addition of segmentation error to the images. First column. Noise-free data Second
column. A 0 median gaussian segmentation error with 𝜎 = 2 px is added only to the image of the object. Third column. A 0 median gaussian segmentation error with 𝜎 = 2 px is
dded only to the images of the star. Fourth column. A 0 median gaussian segmentation error with 𝜎 = 2 px is added to the images of both the object and of the stars. a–d The
elative error as a function of the object altitude at the fixed elevation of 20◦. e–h The probability distributions of the relative error at the fixed elevation of 20◦ for the analytic
green) and projective (orange) methods. i–m The relative error as a function of the object altitude at the fixed elevation of 60◦. n–q The probability distributions of the relative
rror at the fixed elevation of 60◦ for the analytic (green) and projective (orange) methods. a–d and i–m. The results shows that measurements are more affected by noise on the

object position than on the stars positions, but also that in both cases the introduction of noise produce an increase of the relative error of almost one order of magnitude. e–h
nd n–q. In the noise free condition, the analytic method shows better performance than the projective one producing a narrower probability distribution. The introduction of
egmentation noise makes the two methods comparable, with the projective method showing better performance (shorter right tail of the histogram) when the segmentation error
s added to the stars position only. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Satellite name, Norad number, TLE starting date, date and time of the simultaneous passage above the sites
Urbe/Collepardo, altitude (in km).
Object Norad number TLE date Passage Altitude

Sentinel-2A 40697 2019/07/02 03:28:16 2019/07/02 22:07:00–22:07:36 793.96
Sentinel-2A 40697 2020/06/17 02:58:05 2020/06/16 22:10:00–22:10:36 796.19
ISS (Zarya) 25544 2020/05/20 04:32:31 2020/05/20 22:46:38–22:47:06 424.80
Table 2
Simulations: Object, date (year/month/day), pixel-scale, elevation of the center of image from the first site, average slant
range of the satellite from the two sites, reconstruction error (in km) using the analytical and projective method with and
without segmentation noise. Relative error (shown in parenthesis) is obtained from the absolute error dividing by the average
slant range.

Analytical Projective

Object Pixel-scale Elevation Range Noise-free With noise Noise-free With noise

Sentinel-2A 1.78′′ 26.43 1528.63 0.13 (0.085h) 1.23 (0.8h) 0.13 (0.085h) 1.23 (0.8h)
Sentinel-2A 1.78′′ 17.63 1915.42 0.16 (0.084h) 2.14 (1.1h) 0.16 (0.084h) 2.22 (1.2h)
ISS (Zarya) 1.78′′ 20.31 1039.64 0.11 (0.1h) 0.42 (0.4h) 0.11 (0.1h) 0.42 (0.4h)

Sentinel-2A 15.77′′ 26.43 1529.19 0.26 (0.17h) 8.77 (5.7h) 0.25 (0.16h) 8.82 (5.8h)
Sentinel-2A 15.77′′ 16.36 1985.42 0.24 (0.12h) 19.5 (9.8h) 0.46 (0.23h) 19.4 (9.8h)
ISS (Zarya) 15.77′′ 19.57 1065.57 0.15 (0.14h) 2.60 (2.4h) 0.16 (0.15h) 2.78 (2.6h)
5
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obtained by the TLE propagation, and the its 3𝐷 reconstructed position.
able 2 shows that the accuracy of the two methods is comparable
or small FOV with the error in the range between 100 m and 200 m
orresponding to a relative error (obtained dividing by the average
lant range) of 0.1h, while on large FOV 0.2h. When segmentation
oise is added, in agreement with the results of Fig. 3, the relative
rror grows up to 0.2–1% for large FOV while it remains in the order
f 0.5–1h in the small FOV case. It is worth stressing that for the case
f Sentinel-2A the considered baseline is somehow too small, which
xplains the relatively large error especially when the FOV is large.
278

b

. Conclusions

We presented two methods for the reconstruction of the three
imensional position of space debris, via a two-site optical system.
e quantified the accuracy of the two methods on synthetic data of

bjects orbiting around the Earth for different values of altitude (within
he LEO region), elevation and azimuth, and we also investigated the
ole of the system focal length (which determines the field of view) in
he reconstruction process. We produced synthetic data in noise-free
onditions (where the only source of reconstruction inaccuracy should
e due to stellar aberration and atmospheric refraction) and in the
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Fig. 4. Pixel scale comparison. The comparison between the relative error obtained
ith the projective method for the two pixel scales of 1.78′′ and 15.77′′ in the

configuration where a noise of 2 px is added only to the object position. First column.
The relative error as a function of the object altitude for synthetic data generated
with the pixel scale of 1.78′′ (top) and with the pixel scale of 15.77′′ (bottom) at the
fixed elevation of 20◦. Second column. The relative error as a function of the object
ltitude for synthetic data generated with the pixel scale of 1.78′′ (top) and with the
ixel scale of 15.77′′ (bottom) at the fixed elevation of 60◦. For both elevation values,
hen increasing the pixel scale of one order of magnitude we observe an increase of the

elative error of one order of magnitude. The comparison between different elevation
alues shows bigger error and larger fluctuations when the elevation is lower, as it
appens in the noise-free simulations.

resence of segmentation error, i.e. error in the detection of the objects
nd of the stars on the images, here simulated as additive Gaussian
oise.

The tests in noise-free condition show a reconstruction relative error
hat is constant with the altitude, but that shows a trend with the
levation, namely the lower the elevation the higher the reconstruction
rror, which is mainly due to optical rays tendency to parallelism. Tests
lso show that the analytic method gives a slightly better performance
f the projective method for low elevation, while the two methods
ecome comparable for medium and high values of the elevation. With
he addition of the segmentation noise, the two methods give compara-
le results with the projecting method being more robust against noise
n the position of the star, unlike the noise-free tests.

We limited the analysis to two relatively close observatories, as
hose sites will be soon used to make test on field data. However, the
ethod can be extended to any couple of observatories and, of course,

or far objects (beyond the LEO region) a larger baseline would be
eeded, i.e. the two observation sites need to be at larger distance, in
rder to properly reconstruct the 3D positions of the objects.

The road from synthetic to real data is quite complicated, because
f the several source of errors that may affect the system hardware
nd software. Apart from the segmentation error, the main source of
rror in the case of real data is by far a potential desynchronization
f the system, with the two cameras not shooting exactly at the same
ime. This desynchronization may originate from slight differences in
he trigger signals sent to the two cameras or to different time lags at
he two sites, i.e. the time needed for a camera to shoot after it receives
he trigger signal. In the future we plan to conduct tests simulating a
ime desynchronization between the two cameras to estimate the time
ccuracy that we need to achieve a high accurate reconstruction.

In conclusions, while the final assessment of the method should be
erformed on experimental data, with the above described difficulties,
e would like to stress that the potential of the methods here discussed

s very high. Indeed, for instance, given the trace of an object it is in
rinciple possible to reconstruct the 3D position of the start/end of the
279

race which, knowing the exposure time, can allow for providing an
estimation of the 3D velocity of the object. In other terms one can, in
principle, have access to the whole set of orbital parameters.
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Appendix A. Tools kit for the 3D reconstruction methods

The analytic and projective methods start from the same astrometric
and photometric measures to define the geometry of the system. To
this aim images are solved via the Open-Source library Astrometry-
net, [12], to obtain the following astrometric measurements:

1. the celestial coordinates of the image center, 𝛼0, 𝛿0: from the
header of the FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) file we
extrapolate the values corresponding to CRVAL1 and CRVAL2
respectively.

2. the scale and rotation matrix, CD, which includes information
on:

(a) the angle, 𝛾 that measures the sensor rotation with respect
to the Celestial North (see also Appendix D);

(b) the system scale factor expressed in arsec/px;

3. the distortion SIP (Simple Image Polynomial) parameters.

A.1. Analytic method

First we associate to each pixel its J2000 topocentric celestial coor-
dinates, 𝛼𝑇 and 𝛿𝑇 , through the Open-Source library Astropy [20,21],
which uses the two angles 𝛼0 and 𝛿0, the matrix CD and the SIP
distortion parameters defined above, [22,23]. Second we convert the
geographic coordinates of the two observation sites (latitude, longitude
and altitude) to the J2000 reference frame. Finally we define the two
optical rays as:

𝑟1 ∶

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑋 = 𝑋0 + 𝑙𝑡
𝑌 = 𝑌0 + 𝑚𝑡
𝑍 = 𝑍0 + 𝑛𝑡

𝑟2 ∶

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑋 = 𝑋′
0 + 𝑙′𝑡′

𝑌 = 𝑌 ′
0 + 𝑚′𝑡′

𝑍 = 𝑍′
0 + 𝑛′𝑡′

(A.1)

here (𝑋0, 𝑌0, 𝑍0) and (𝑋′
0, 𝑌

′
0 , 𝑍

′
0) represent the J2000 coordinates of

he two observation sites, (𝑙, 𝑚, 𝑛) and (𝑙′, 𝑚′, 𝑛′) are the versor of the
wo optical rays defined from the topocentric coordinates of the objects.
amely:

𝑙 = cos 𝛼𝑇 cos 𝛿𝑇
𝑚 = sin 𝛼𝑇 cos 𝛿𝑇
𝑛 = sin 𝛿𝑇

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑙′ = cos 𝛼′𝑇 cos 𝛿′𝑇
𝑚′ = sin 𝛼′𝑇 cos 𝛿′𝑇
𝑛′ = sin 𝛿′𝑇

(A.2)

he point at the intersection between the two lines is then defined as
he point closest to both the lines and it is found with a least-square
pproach, [9].
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A.2. Projective method

For the projective method, we start by extrapolating 𝛾 from the CD
atrix in the following way:

= atan((𝐶𝐷21 − 𝐶𝐷12)∕(𝐶𝐷11 + 𝐶𝐷22)) (A.3)

where 𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑗 is the element on the 𝑖th row and 𝑗th column of the matrix
D.

Then we rotate the pixel coordinates around the image center of −𝛾.
ore in detail, given the pixel coordinates, 𝑢 and 𝑣, of a point 𝑠 = (𝑢, 𝑣)

and the pixel coordinates of the image center (𝑢0, 𝑣0) we obtain the
counter rotated point �̄� = (�̄�, �̄�):
(

�̄�
�̄�

)

=
(

𝑢0
𝑣0

)

+
(

cos 𝛾 sin 𝛾
− sin 𝛾 cos 𝛾

)(

𝑢 − 𝑢0
𝑣 − 𝑣0

)

(A.4)

where the pixel coordinates are expressed in the image reference frame,
with the origin in the top left corner, the 𝑢-axis pointing right and the
𝑣-axis pointing down. Note that the image center is not the origin of this
system, hence (𝑢0, 𝑣0) ≠ (0, 0). For the sake of simplicity in the notation,
n the following we will refer to (�̄�, �̄�) as (𝑢, 𝑣).

The projective method uses the formalism of projective geometry
nd the pinhole model, [9]. In such formalism the position of a 3𝐷
bject, 𝑆, and its 2𝐷 image, 𝑠, are related by:

̂ = 𝑃 ⋅ �̂� (A.5)

here �̂� = (�̂�, �̂�, �̂�) represents the projective coordinates of the 2𝐷
oint 𝑠 = (𝑢, 𝑣), i.e. 𝑠 and �̂� are such that 𝑢 = �̂�∕�̂� and 𝑣 = �̂�∕�̂�,
̂ = (�̂�, 𝑌 , �̂�, �̂� ) represents the projective coordinates of the 3𝐷 point
= (𝑋, 𝑌 ,𝑍), i.e. 𝑆 and �̂� are such that 𝑋 = �̂�∕�̂� , 𝑌 = 𝑌 ∕�̂� and
= �̂�∕�̂� , and 𝑃 represent the 3 × 4 projective matrix that define the

eometry of the system, [9].
The projective matrix is given by the composition of three matrices:

= 𝐾[𝑅|𝑇 ] (A.6)

here 𝐾 is the 3 × 3 matrix of the intrinsic parameters, 𝑅 is the 3 × 3
otation matrix 𝑅 and 𝑇 is the three dimensional translational vector.

The matrix of the intrinsic parameters 𝐾 is defined as:

=
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

𝛺𝑥 0 𝑢0
0 𝛺𝑦 𝑣0
0 0 1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

(A.7)

here (𝑢0, 𝑣0) are the pixel coordinates of the image center, 𝛺𝑥 and
𝑦 are the camera focal length on the 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis with 𝛺𝑥 =
∕𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑥 and 𝛺𝑦 = 𝐶∕𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦, with 𝐶 being a conversion

actor from arcsec to rad and:

𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑥 =
√

𝐶𝐷2
11 + 𝐶𝐷2

21

𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 =
√

𝐶𝐷2
12 + 𝐶𝐷2

22

(A.8)

where 𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑗 is the element on the 𝑖th row and 𝑗th column of the matrix
D.
𝑅 and 𝑇 represent the rotational matrix and the translational vector

hat bring the camera reference frame,2 in the world reference frame.
e determine 𝑅 from the celestial coordinates of the image center and
from the GPS coordinates of the observation site.
In particular, given the ra/dec coordinates of the image center,

𝛼0, 𝛿0), the rotation matrix is defined as:

= 𝑅∗ ⋅ 𝑅𝑦(𝜋∕2 − 𝛿0) ⋅ 𝑅𝑧(−𝛼0) (A.9)

2 The 3𝐷 reference frame 𝑂𝑋𝑌𝑍 with the origin in the camera optical
enter, the 𝑋𝑌 -plane parallel to the sensor with the 𝑋-axis pointing right and

the 𝑌 -axis pointing down and the 𝑍-axis oriented as the camera optical axis
280
Fig. B.5. Schematic sketch of the sensor positioning and the projection scheme. The
light gray shaded rectangle represents the sensor placed at zero azimuth and elevation
with attached the optical frame of reference (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). The origin 𝑂 represents the optical
center of the camera and the distance between origin and the sensor the focus length
𝑓 . The origin lies on a plane parallel to that tangent to the Earth surface, whose
axis are denoted with the cardinal directions N, S, W, E while the axis perpendicular
to the horizon is denoted with 𝑍 (Zenith). The dark gray rectangle represents the
ensor rotated to point to the desired azimuth and elevation on the sky. The point 𝑃
denoted with a yellow star) is the projection of the celestial or orbiting object 𝑆 on
he rotated sensor, and the yellow star on the light gray rectangle its position in the
riginal position of the sensor, whose (𝑥, 𝑦) coordinates corresponds to the position of
he object 𝑆 in the final image. The algebra used to perform the projection is described
n the text.

here 𝑅𝑧(−𝛼0) is a rotation about the 𝑧-axis of the angle −𝛼0, 𝑅𝑦(𝜋∕2−
0) is a rotation about the 𝑦-axis of the angle 𝜋∕2 − 𝛿0, and

∗ =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

(A.10)

which is needed to take care of the different orientation between the
camera reference frame and the world reference frame.

The translational vector is defined from the J2000 coordinates of
the observation site as 𝑇 = (−𝑋0,−𝑌0,−𝑍0), where the negative sign
is needed because 𝑇 defines the vector that brings the observation site
into the origin of the world reference frame.

Once the projective matrices are defined for both sites, in the
projective method we find the 3𝐷 position of the object solving the
following linear system, in the unknown 𝑆:
{

�̂� = 𝑃 �̂�
�̂�′ = 𝑃 ′�̂�

(A.11)

where �̂� and �̂�′ are the projective coordinates of the 2𝐷 images of the
bject on the two sensors and 𝑃 and 𝑃 ′ are the two projective matrices.
e solve the system with a standard approach in the field of computer

ision: the DLT approach (direct linear triangulation [9]).

ppendix B. Projection of an object on the sensor given its az-
muth and elevation

In building the image we assume the sensor to have a rectangular
hape with sides 𝑎 and 𝑏 and we consider the focal distance to be 𝑓 .

In our tests, these parameters are set as 𝑓 = 750 mm, 𝑎 = 16.64 cm,
= 14.04 cm.

Given the azimuth and (apparent) elevation of the sensor center
and those of any object to be projected on the sensor the procedure
we followed depicted in Fig. B.5. We denote with {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧} the frame of
reference of the camera, (𝑥𝑃 , 𝑦𝑃 ) will be the position of the projection of
the object on the image, and with capital letter the ‘‘topocentric’’ (SEZ)
reference frame, for the latter the we consider the cardinal directions
and the Zenith. Placing the sensor the normal unit vector �̂� pointing
towards the north (see the dashed light gray rectangle), 𝑥 axis oriented
towards West and 𝑦 axis pointed into the ground (Nadir). In order
to determine (𝑥𝑃 , 𝑦𝑃 ), we first rotate the sensor so that the segment
𝑂𝐶, connecting the origin with the center of the sensor points in a
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desired direction (see dark gray rectangle). Denoting with (𝛽0, 𝜂0) the
desired direction of the optical axis, such rotation is realized via the
transformation

R = R𝑊 (−𝜂0)R𝑍 (−𝛽0) . (B.1)

Then we determine the position of the projection 𝑃 as a 3D position
lying on the sensor plane. This is realized as follows. Given the azimuth
and elevation (𝛽, 𝜂) of the object to be projected the light ray connecting
it to 𝑂 has direction 𝑂𝑃 = (cos 𝛽 cos 𝜂,− sin 𝛽 cos 𝜂, sin 𝜂). Thus the
only unknown quantity is the modulus of |𝑂𝑃 | which identifies the
intersection with the plane of the sensor. The latter can be determined
as

𝑂𝑃 =
|𝑂𝐶|

cos 𝜃
𝑂𝑃 (B.2)

with cos 𝜃 = 𝑂𝐶 ⋅𝑂𝑃 being the angle between the center and the object
unit vectors. As for the segment 𝑂𝐶, connecting the origin with the
center of the sensor, it has modulus |𝑂𝐶| equal to the focal length 𝑓
and unit vector given by 𝑂𝐶 = (cos 𝛽0 cos 𝜂0,− sin 𝛽0 cos 𝜂0, sin 𝜂0). Once
the 3D coordinates of 𝑃 are known, it is sufficient to apply the rota-
tion (B.1) in reverse order to obtain the two-dimensional coordinates
(𝑥𝑃 , 𝑦𝑃 ) on the image.

Appendix C. Atmospheric refraction

The apparent elevation of an object due the effect of atmospheric
refraction is well approximated by the formula [16]:

𝜂′ = 𝜂 + 1.02

60. tan
(

𝜂 + 10.3
𝜂 + 5.11

) (C.1)

where 𝜂 is the true elevation (expressed in degrees).
Note that in Eq. (C.1), the temperature is fixed at 10 ◦C and the

pressure at 1010 mbar and it refers to the yellow light only.
Refraction can modify the projection of the object on the sensor and

such effect is larger at low elevations. In Fig. C.6, we show the color
map of such change in pixel. At low elevation of the center, the pattern
of refraction is formed by the horizontal stripes. The displacement is
constant along the 𝑥 axis and it increases along the 𝑦 axis. Pointing
at higher elevation towards the zenith of the observer, the horizontal
bands changes into elongated ellipses (which become perfect circles
for 𝜂𝑐 = 90◦). In this case, the error is minimum at the center and it
increases radially.

Averaging over all the pixels of the sensor, the mean error can be
studied as a function of the elevation of the center, as reported in
Fig. C.6. For elevation 𝜂𝑐 > 20◦, we obtain that the correction due to
refraction is smaller than one pixel.

Appendix D. Orientation angle

Consider the unit vector pointing at an object in the sky 𝑹 and the
orthogonal directions 𝑬 and 𝑺, pointing towards the local East and
South, respectively, defined as

𝑬 = 𝑲 ∧𝑹
|𝑲 ∧𝑹|

, 𝑺 = 𝑬 ∧𝑹. (D.1)

We denotes the triad of unit vectors with the label 𝑾 = (𝑹,𝑬,𝑺). In
equatorial coordinates, using right ascension 𝛼 and declination 𝛿, such
vector are given by

𝑾 =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

cos 𝛿 cos 𝛼 cos 𝛿 sin 𝛼 sin 𝛿
− sin 𝛿 cos 𝛼 0

cos 𝛿 cos 𝛼 sin 𝛿 sin 𝛼 −cos 𝛿

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

(D.2)

which can be expressed in terms of the azimuthal coordinates (𝛽, 𝜂) and
given the geographical longitude 𝜆 and latitude 𝜙. Using [11]

𝛿 = asin (sin 𝜂 sin𝜙 + cos 𝜂 cos𝜙 cos 𝛽) ,

𝛼 = 𝜆 − atan
(

sin 𝛽 cos 𝜂 cos𝜙
)

(D.3)
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sin 𝜂 − sin𝜙 sin 𝛿
Fig. C.6. Color map of the correction 𝛥 due to refraction in terms of pixels and mean
error ⟨𝛥⟩. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

The transformation from azimuthal (SEZ) to equatorial (TEQ) coor-
dinates is given by

P = R𝑧 (𝛿)R𝑦

(𝜋
2
− 𝛼

)

(D.4)

The inverse transformation (i.e. from TEQ to SEZ) is obtained using the
transpose matrix P𝑇 . The rotation matrix for the sensor is given by

Q = R𝑧 (−𝛽)R𝑦 (𝜂) (D.5)

where 𝛽 is the azimuth and 𝜂 is the elevation of the object.
We transform the triad of unit vectors 𝑾 from equatorial to az-

imuthal coordinates 𝑾 𝑠𝑒𝑧 = P𝑇𝑾 𝑡𝑒𝑞 Then, we project 𝑾 onto the
sensor plane 𝑾 ′

𝑠𝑒𝑧 = 𝑾 𝑠𝑒𝑧 − (𝑹𝑠𝑒𝑧 ⋅ 𝑾 𝑠𝑒𝑧)𝑹𝑠𝑒𝑧 Finally we apply
the rotation 𝑾 ′′

𝑠𝑒𝑧 = Q𝑇𝑾 ′
𝑠𝑒𝑧. The orientation angle 𝛾 of the sensor

with respect to the equatorial frame of reference is defined as 𝛾 =
atan

(

𝑆′′
2 ∕𝑆

′′
3
)

= atan
(

𝐸′′
3 ∕𝐸

′′
2
)

which gives

𝛾 = atan
(

cos𝜙 sin 𝛽
cos 𝜂 sin𝜙 − cos 𝛽 cos𝜙 sin 𝜂

)

(D.6)
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